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Abstract
We develop nested automatic differentiation (AD)
algorithms for exact inference and learning in
integer latent variable models. Recently, Winner, Sujono, and Sheldon showed how to reduce
marginalization in a class of integer latent variable models to evaluating a probability generating
function which contains many levels of nested
high-order derivatives. We contribute faster and
more stable AD algorithms for this challenging
problem and a novel algorithm to compute exact
gradients for learning. These contributions lead
to significantly faster and more accurate learning algorithms, and are the first AD algorithms
whose running time is polynomial in the number
of levels of nesting.

1. Introduction
In a recent line of work, Winner & Sheldon (2016) and
Winner et al. (2017) developed the first exact inference algorithms for a class of hidden Markov models (HMMs) with
integer latent variables. Such models are used to model
populations that change over time in ecology or epidemiology (Dail & Madsen, 2011; Heathcote, 1965). Standard
inference techniques do not apply to these models because
marginalization would require summing over the infinite
support of the latent variables. Instead, they showed how to
reformulate the forward algorithm for HMMs to use probability generating functions (PGFs) as its internal representation of probability distributions and messages. These PGFs
can be represented compactly and encode all the information about the infinite-support distributions. Inference tasks
such as computing the likelihood are reduced to evaluating
PGFs and their derivatives.
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Figure 1. Function with nested high-order derivatives.

However, the PGFs are complex functions that are defined
recursively in terms of high-order derivatives of other PGFs.
Figure 1 illustrates such a function. The function fk , on
input x, first computes a value u, then computes the pth
derivative of fk−1 with respect to u, and then uses the result to compute its own output value y. The function fk−1
itself involves nested derivatives of fk−2 , and so on, with k
total levels of nesting. The goal is to compute the function
fk (x), and possibly derivatives thereof. It is natural to consider automatic differentiation (AD) techniques for this task.
However, this is a very difficult setting for AD. There are
many levels of nesting and the total order of differentation
may number in the hundreds or thousands.
In this paper we subtantially improve AD algorithms for
inference in integer latent variable models, and develop
new AD algorithms to support learning. For inference, we
conceptually simplify the AD techniques of (Winner et al.,
2017) and root them more firmly in the AD literature. We
show that nested derivatives of univariate functions can be
handled by an extension to the basic AD computation model
that allows nested derivative nodes, which are just derivatives of another function defined by a computation graph
∂p
(e.g., the “node” ∂u
p fk−1 (u) in Figure 1). The AD algorithm needs only a thin adapter to handle the change of scope
between the inner and outer functions. For the inference
application, this places nearly all of the complexity in the
general-purpose AD toolkit and simplifies the application.
We also make substantial stability and speed improvements
to the AD algorithms. We show that implementing core
AD operations using the logarithmic number system (LNS)
to accurately represent signed real numbers with high dy-
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namic range allows the algorithms to scale to very high
order derivatives—something which is not possible with a
standard floating point representation. We also adopt fast
power series composition for core AD operations (Brent
& Kung, 1978), which are asympotically faster than those
used in (Winner et al., 2017).
Finally, we contribute new AD algorithms to compute exact
gradients of the log-likelihood in integer HMMs by extending (higher-order) forward-over-reverse AD to handle nested
∂
derivatives. This allows us to compute gradients ∂θ
f (x, θ)
of functions like the one in Figure 1, where θ is a vector of
parameters for the entire nested computation. We show experimentally that our new LNS-based AD algorithms are the
only inference algorithms for integer latent variable models
that are simultaneously accurate, fast, and stable, and that
our novel algorithms for computing exact gradients lead to
significantly faster and more accurate parameter estimation.

2. Model and Problem Statement
We consider the integer hidden Markov model (HMM)
from (Winner et al., 2017), an HMM with integer latent
variables n1 , . . . , nK representing a population that changes
over time through the processes of immigration, reproduction, and mortality, and which is partially observed at each
time step. The model is:
nk−1

nk =

X

zk,i + mk

(1)

i=1

yk ∼ Binomial(nk , ρk )

(2)

with the initial condition n0 = 0. The variable nk is the
population size at the kth time step, and yk is the observed
number, assuming that each indvidual is observed with probability ρk . The population size nk depends on an offspring
process and an immigration process. First, each individual present at time k − 1 contributes zk,i individuals to the
present time step, where {zk,i } are iid random variables
from the offspring distribution. The “offspring” of one
individual can include (or not include) itself, immediate
offspring, or descendants of more than one generation, depending on the choices of the modeler. In particular, this
distribution is used to model both survival and reproduction. Additionally, mk individuals enter the population,
where mk is drawn from the immigration distribution. The
offspring and immigration distributions can be arbitrary
count-valued distributions, and will be specified through
their PGFs as described below.
Problem Statement. The application goal is usually to
estimate a parameter vector θ controlling the offspring and
immigration distributions given some number of observations of this process (Dail & Madsen, 2011). We will focus
on computing the log-likelihood and its gradient, which to-

gether will enable optimization routines to find maximum
likelihood estimates. Let K be the total number of time
steps and let y1:K = (y1 , . . . , yK ) (similar notation will
be used throughout the paper). Our goal is to compute
∂
log p(y1:K ; θ).
log p(y1:K ; θ) and ∂θ
Inference via PGFs. Standard HMM inference algorithms such as the forward algorithm (Rabiner, 1989) do
not apply here because the latent variables are unbounded.
Hence, the messages have infinite length, and marginalization of any variable involves an infinite sum. Winner
& Sheldon (2016) and Winner et al. (2017) showed how
the forward algorithm can be reformulated to use PGFs to
represent messages. Standard inference tasks, such as computing the likelihood, are then converted to the problem of
evaluating recursively-defined PGFs.
Definition 1. The PGF of a (not necessarily normalized)
probability
distribution q(n) is the power series F (s) =
P∞
n
q(n)s
with probability values as coefficients.
n=0
To formulate the forward algorithm using PGFs, define
αk (nk ) := p(nk , y1:k ) and γk (nk ) := p(nk , y1:k−1 ).
These are the “messages” that are recursively computed
within the standard forward algorithm. The PGFs of αk
and γk are defined (using
capital letP∞ the corresponding
nk
ters) as Ak (sk ) =
α
(n
)s
and
Γ
k
k
k (uk ) =
n
=0
k
k
P∞
nk
γ
(n
)u
.
The
utility
of
switching
to
a
PGF repk
k
nk =0
k
resentation is summarized in the following proposition.
Proposition 1 (Winner & Sheldon 2016; Winner et al.
2017). Let F (u) and G(u) be the PGFs for the offspring
and immigration distributions, respectively. The PGFs Γk
and Ak satisfy the following recurrence:

Γk (uk ) = Ak−1 F (uk ) · G(uk )
(3)
yk

(sk ρk )
(y )
· Γk k sk (1 − ρk )
(4)
Ak (sk ) =
yk !
with the base case A0 (s0 ) = 1. The likelihood can be
recovered from the final PGFs as p(y1:K ) = AK (1).
Equation (3) follows from the model definition and standard
manipulations of PGFs, and is well known in the literature
on branching processes (Heathcote, 1965). Equation (4)
may appear surprising. It includes the yk th derivative of the
function Γk from Equation (3). The derivatives are related
to the selection of particular terms in the joint PGF of nk
and yk corresponding to the observed value of yk .
Proposition 1 gives a recipe to compute the exact loglikelihood and its gradient.
We need to compute
∂
log AK (1; θ) and ∂θ
log AK (1; θ), where AK is defined
in terms of the prior PGFs through Equations (3) and (4),
and we have introduced the parameter vector θ, which includes the detection probabilities ρk and any parameters of
F and G. Despite the somewhat complex appearance of
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the recurrence, it implies a well-defined feed-forward computation to calculate AK (1) from the constituent functions
F (·), G(·) and A0 (·). The key complication is the fact that
this function contains deeply nested high-order derivatives:
(yK−1 )
(y )
AK calls Γk K , which calls AK−1 , which calls ΓK−1
,
and so on. Winner et al. (2017) developed a method based
on automatic differentation to efficiently compute AK (1),
which we will extend in this paper to be more robust and
efficient, and to compute gradients.

3. Autodiff Approach
∂
Our problem is to compute f (x, θ) and ∂θ
f (x, θ) for the
function f (x, θ) = log A(x, θ), which includes nested highorder derivatives. To set up the proper recursion we will
generalize this to the following:
∂p
∂ ∂p
Problem 1: compute
f
(x,
θ)
and
f (x, θ)
∂xp
∂θ ∂xp
Now we will abstract away from the particular f from the
previous section and consider any f : Rm+1 → R defined
according to a particular computation model, where x ∈ R
will be called the input and the vector θ ∈ Rm will be called
the parameters. We will first describe how to solve both
parts of Problem 1 in a basic computation model, and then
extend the model to handle nested derivatives.

3.1. Computation Model and Dual Numbers
The basic computation model for f is shown in Algorithm 1,
following (Griewank & Walther, 2008). In Line 3, the
function ϕj is a primitive operation that operates on the
variables vAj , where Aj ⊆ {0, . . . , j − 1} is the set of predecessors of j, and vAj = (vi )i∈Aj is the subvector of v0:n
corresponding to index set Aj . The predecessor relationship
defines the computation graph G, a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) with edges from i to j for all i ∈ Aj .
Partial computations and dual numbers. We wish to ex`
press derivatives dv
dvi of a variable v` with respect to a preceding variable vi . To make this precise, for i ≤ `, we
denote the partial computation from i to ` as fi→` (v0:i ).
This is defined as the function that maps from fixed values
of v0:i to the value of v` obtained by executing the procedure above starting with the assignment to vi+1 and ending
with the assignment to v` . A formal recurrence for fi→` is
given in the supplement. We can now define precisely the
derivative of v` with respect to vi :

Algorithm 1 Basic computation model
Input: x ∈ R, θ ∈ Rm , Output: f (x, θ)
1: Set v0 = x
2: Set vj = θj for j = 1, . . . m
3: Set vj = ϕj (vAj ) for j = m + 1, . . . , n
4: Output vn

We say that hv` , dvi ip is a dual number of order p with
respect to vi . We will commonly write dual numbers as:
 ds
dp s 
hs, duip = s, , . . . , p
du
du
in which case it is understood that s = v` and u = vi for
some 0 ≤ i ≤ `, and fi→` (·) will be clear from context.
This definition generalizes standard (higher-order) dual numbers by explicitly tracking the variable vi with respect to
which we differentiate. In standard forward-mode autodiff,
this would always be x. The generalization is important for
nested differentation, where we will instantiate intermediate
dual numbers with respect to different variables.
Remark 1 (Dual numbers as Taylor series coefficients). A
dual number can be viewed as holding Taylor series coefficients. In particular, the dual number hv` , dxip encodes the
first p coefficients of the Taylor series of f0→` about x:
f0→` (x + ) =

∞
(q)
X
f0→` (x) q

q!
q=0

Most forward AD methods store and propagate dual numbers as truncated Taylor series (Griewank & Walther, 2008;
Pearlmutter & Siskind, 2007).
3.2. Higher-Order Forward Mode
We now discuss how to solve the first part of Problem 1—
∂p
computing ∂x
p f (x, θ) in the basic computation model—
using forward AD. Higher-order forward mode works by
propagating dual numbers instead of real numbers through
the computation. For this to work, each local computation
must be “lifted” to accept dual numbers as inputs and to
output a dual number.

dv`
∂
=
fi→` (v0:i ).
dvi
∂vi

Definition 3 (Lifted Function). Let ϕ : Rk → R be
a function of variables u1 , . . . , uk . The lifted function
Lϕ is the function that accepts as input dual numbers
hu1 , dxip , . . . , huk , dxip and returns the dual number
ϕ(u1 , . . . , uk ), dx p .

Definition 2. For i ≤ `, a generalized dual number
hv` , dvi ip is the sequence of derivatives of v` with respect
to vi up to order p:
p
 q
∂
hv` , dvi ip =
fi→` (v0:i )
∂viq
q=0

We defer the details of how a function is lifted for the moment. If we are able to lift each primitive operation in the
original procedure, we can execute it using dual numbers
(with respect to x) in place of real numbers. The procedure
is shown in Algorithm 2. The output ṽn is a dual number
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Algorithm 2 Higher-Order Forward AD
Input: x, θ Output:

∂p
∂xp f (x, θ)

1: Set ṽ0 = hx, dxip = (x, 1, 0, . . . , 0)
2: Set ṽj = θj for j = 1, . . . , m
3: Set ṽj = Lϕj (ṽAj ) for j = m + 1, . . . , n
4: Extract and return the pth derivative from ṽn

Algorithm 3 Forward-Over-Reverse AD
Input: x, θ Output:

∂ ∂p
∂θ ∂xp f (x, θ)

1: Run forward AD (Algorithm 2) to compute ṽ0 , . . . , ṽn
2: Initialize v̄n = h1, dxip = (1, 0, . . . , 0)
3: Initialize v̄i = h0, dxip = (0, 0, . . . , 0) for i < n
4: For j = n down to m + 1 and for all i ∈ Aj :

v̄i ← v̄i + v̄j · L


∂
ϕj ṽAj
∂vi

5: Extract and return the pth derivatives from v̄1 , . . . , v̄m .

with
respect to x, from which we can extract the derivatives
dq vn
∂q
= ∂x
q
q f (x, θ) for q = 0, . . . , p. Note that in Line 2,
dx
we did not write the parameter values as dual numbers; we
will allow in our notation a real number θ to be used as an
input to a lifted operation Lϕ, with the understanding that:
(1) θ does not depend on x, and (2) θ will be promoted to
the dual number hθ, dxip = (θ, 0, . . . , 0).
It is well known how to lift basic mathematical operations:
Proposition 2 (Griewank & Walther 2008). The arithmetic
operations x + cy, x ∗ y, x/y, xr , viewed as functions of
x and y, and the mathematical functions ln(x), exp(x),
sin(x), cos(x) can be lifted to operate on dual numbers of
order p. In each case, the lifted function runs in O(p2 ) time.
As a result, forward-mode autodiff can compute the first p
derivatives of any function f that uses only these primitive
operations in time O(p2 ) times the running time of f .
3.3. Forward-Over-Reverse AD
For the purpose of learning, we need to solve the second
∂ ∂p
part of Problem 1 and compute the gradient ∂θ
∂xp f (x, θ).
This can be accomplished using “forward-over-reverse” AD,
which is based on the relatively simple observation that we
can switch the order of differentation to see that
∂p ∂
∂ ∂p
f (x, θ) =
f (x, θ),
p
∂θ ∂x
∂xp ∂θ
which reveals that what we want is also the higher-order
∂
derivative of g(x, θ) := ∂θ
f (x, θ) with respect to x. The
well-known reverse mode of autodiff (or backpropagation)

provides a procedure to compute g(x; θ). Then, by executing reverse mode using dual numbers instead of real
∂p
numbers, we can obtain ∂x
p g(x; θ). Forward-over-reverse
AD is shown in Algorithm 3. It incrementally computes the
adjoint:
∂p ∂
v̄i :=
fi→n (v0:i ),
∂xp ∂vi
for all i in a reverse sweep through the computation graph.
The final adjoint values are dual numbers, from which the
derivatives with respect to x of the parameter gradients
can be extracted. As in the forward mode, we need to
lift the primitive operations of the procedure. In this case
the primitive operations are those that compute the partial
derivatives of ϕj with respect to its own inputs. When ϕj
is a simple mathematical operation (+, ×, /, exp, log, sin,
etc.), these partial derivatives are also simple and can be
lifted by standard techniques (cf. Proposition 2).
3.4. Forward Mode with Nested Derivatives
We now extend the forward AD algorithms to handle nested
derivatives within the computation procedure. For the most
part, we use ideas that were present in (Winner et al., 2017).
However, we simplify the conceptual framework considerably, so that all we need to do is lift a function ϕj that takes
the derivative of another function, which leads to a conceptual improvement of the AD techniques and a dramatic
simplification of the inference application.
Extended computation model: nested derivative nodes.
Although the functions ϕj are usually conceptualized as simple “primitive” operations, they may be arbitrarily complex
as long as we know how to lift them—i.e., modify them to
propagate dual numbers. So, assume now that one or more
of the ϕj functions is a nested derivative node, which takes
the derivative of some other function g with respect to one
of its inputs:
∂q
ϕj (vAj ) :=
g(vk , π).
(5)
∂vkq
Here we consider π = vAj \k to be “parameters” of the
nested computation. We need to reason about how to lift ϕj
to propagate dual numbers with respect to x. We will make
the following restriction on ϕj , with which we can reason
about the sensitivity of ϕj to x through vk alone:
Assumption 1. There is no path in G from x to π.
Lifting a univariate primitive via composition of Taylor
series. We wish to lift a nested derivative node ϕj (vk , π).
To do so, we will discuss the general procedure to lift a univariate function ϕj (vk ). We may temporarily suppress the
parameters π from notation because they are constant with
respect to x. Here is the general setting. We have completed
the partial computation to compute the first p derivatives
of vk = f0→k (x) with respect to x. We wish to compute
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Algorithm 4 C OMPOSE hu, dvip , hv, dxip

1: Unpack dual numbers to Taylor coefficients qi =

and ri =

q



i

∂
Algorithm 6 Lifted Nested Derivative Lϕ = L ∂v
q g(·, π)
1 di u
i! dv i

1 d v
i! dxi

for i = 1 to p, and scalar value u
Pp
2: Let Q(τ ) = i=1 qi τ i + O(τ p+1 )
Pp
3: Let R() = i=1 ri i + O(p+1 )
4: Compute the first p coefficients s1 , . . . , sp of  in the

power series S() = Q(R()) using a power series
composition algorithm.
5: Return hu, dxip = (u, 1!s1 , 2!s2 , . . . , p!sp )

Algorithm 5 D IFFq hy, dviq+p
 dq y
dq+p y 
1: Return
,
.
.
.
,
dv q
dv q+p

Input: Function g(v, π), dual number hv, dxip , and π,
which does not depend on x
1: Unpack scalar v from hv, dxip and initialize a new dual

number hv, dviq+p for the inner scope of ϕj

2: Let hy, dviq+p = Lg hv, dviq+p , π be the result of
the lifted version of g on the newly initialized dual
number (recursively apply forward-mode autodiff to g)

3: Let hu, dvip = D IFFq hy, dviq+p

4: Return C OMPOSE hu, dvip , hv, dxip


// shift left q positions


the first p derivatives of vj = ϕj (vk ) = ϕj f0→k (x) =
f0→j (x). This can be done by composing the Taylor series
of ϕj and f0→k .
Proposition 3. Suppose
P∞ ϕj and f0→k are analytic. Let
ϕj (vk + τ ) = vj + i=1 qi τ i := vj + Q(τ ) be the Taylor
seriesPexpansion of ϕj about vk , and let f0→k (x + ) =
∞
vk + i=1 ri i := vk +R() be the Taylor series expansion
of f0→k about x. Then the Taylor series expansion of f0→j
about x is:
f0→j (x + ) = vj + Q(R()).
The first p coefficients of  in Q(R()) encode the first p
derivatives of f0→j , and can be computed by power series
composition algorithms from the first p coefficients of the
power series Q and R.
Proposition 3 (proved in the supplement) is the foundation
of higher-order forward mode. The input to Lϕj is the dual
number hvk , dxip , which gives us the first p coefficients of
i

R(), i.e., ri = i!1 · ddxvik . The function ϕj is typically a
simple mathematical primitive (e.g., log, exp, sin), which
will have a very special Taylor series Q(τ ). The goal is
to compute the first p coefficients of Q(R()). In most
cases of “true” primitive operations, specialized routines
exist to do this in O(p2 ) or O(p log p) time (Griewank &
Walther, 2008; Brent & Kung, 1978). For general ϕj , Brent
& Kung (1978) describe fast algorithms to compute the first
p coefficients of Q(R()) from the first p coefficients of Q
and R. The compose operation we implement will run in
O(p2.5 ) time—see Section 4.
Algorithm 4 shows the C OMPOSE operation for two dual
numbers hu, dvip and hv, dxip , which extracts Taylor coefficients from the dual numbers and then performs power
series composition to compute hu, dxip .
Lifting a nested derivative node. We now return to the
specifics of lifting a nested derivative node ϕ v, π =

∂q
∂v q g(v, π)

to propagate dual numbers with respect to x
(we temporarily drop subscripts without ambiguity). Note
that the semantics of the partial differentiation operation
∂q
∂v q would be simple if we were propagating dual numbers
with respect to v: we would just shift all derivatives in the
sequence lower by q positions (see the D IFF operator in
Algorithm 5). So, our solution to nested derivatives will be
to temporarily instantiate a new dual number with respect
to v within the scope of Lϕ, propagate this through Lg to
compute the derivatives of g with respect to v, apply the
D IFF operator to the result, and then apply the C OMPOSE
operation to convert back to a dual number with respect to
x. The whole procedure is detailed in Algorithm 6.
By using this procedure to lift nested derivative nodes, we
can now run forward AD in the extended computation model.
Furthermore, because we lift the nested function by recursively applying forward AD to it, we can handle recursively
nested derivatives (of univariate functions, i.e., subject to
Assumption 1). One can prove inductively that the running
time increases by a modest factor, regardless of the number of levels of nested derivatives. Specifically, let d be
the maximum order of differentiation, which, for a nested
derivative node, is equal to its own order plus that of the
calling procedure. In the lifted procedure, each operation
takes O(T (d)) times its original running time, where T (d)
is the maximum time of an operation on dual numbers of
order d, which in our models is the C OMPOSE operation.
Proposition 4. Higher-order forward AD can be extended
to handle nested univariate derivatives by recursively calling forward AD using Algorithm 6. The running time is
bounded by O(T (d)) times the number of primitive operations, where d is the maximum order of differentiation, and
T (d) is the time to compose two power series of order d.
3.5. Nested Forward-Over-Reverse
We now wish to extend forward-over-reverse AD to the
computation model in which ϕj can be a nested derivative
node. By examining Algorithm 3, we see in Line 4 that
∂
we will need to lift a function of the form ∂v
ϕj vAj =
i
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∂ ∂q
q g(vk , π).
∂vi ∂vk

By again switching the order of differentiation, the function to be lifted is:


∂q
∂
g(vk , π)
∂vkq ∂vi
∂
g(vk , π) is the scalar-valued function that comwhere ∂v
i
putes the partial derivative of g(vk , π) with respect to vi .
Observe that this is just another nested derivative node—
for the function that computes the partial derivative of g
—which we can lift using Algorithm 6. In practice, we
don’t need to apply Algorithm 6 separately for each partial
∂q ∂
derivative. We can compute ∂v
q
∂vi g(vk , π) for all i simulk
taneously by (recursively) applying forward-over-reverse
AD to g, within a procedure similar to Algorithm 6 (details
omitted). This will be more efficient because it only needs
one forward and reverse sweep through the computation
graph for g. In summary:

Proposition 5. Forward-over-reverse AD can also be extended to handle nested derivative nodes by recursively
calling forward-over-reverse AD using Algorithm 6 (or a
more efficient variant). The running time is O(T (d)) times
that of the original computation.

4. Application and Implementation
We now return to inference and learning in integer HMMs.
The log-likelihood f (x, θ) = log AK (x; θ) (Equation 3)
clearly fits within the extended computation model: it involves only basic mathematical primitives and a nested
derivative of ΓK . Therefore, we can apply the nested
forward-over-reverse AD algorithms from Section 3 to compute the log-likelihood and its gradient. Observe that the
total number of levels of nesting
P is K and the maximum
order of differentiation is d = k yk .
This is a unique application of AD. The total order d may
number in the hundreds or thousands with ten or more levels of nesting. For comparison, typical values of d, even
in high-order applications, are single digits (Griewank &
Walther, 2008). Applications of nested AD are rare; reported examples involve only one level of nesting (Siskind
& Pearlmutter, 2008; Foo et al., 2008; Maclaurin et al., 2015;
Domke, 2012). Because of the very high order and nesting,
we faced significant implementation challenges related to
two interrelated issues: numerical stability and asymptotic
efficiency of power series operations. We describe in this
section the steps needed to overcome these.
4.1. Numerical Stability: Logarithmic Number System
The core computations in our approach are lifted primitive
operations for dual numbers (Proposition 2), and the C OM POSE operation. Both operate on Taylor series coefficients
di v
1
of the form ri = i!1 dx
i for i from 0 to d. Due to the i!

factor in each coefficient and the fact that the derivatives
themselves may have high dynamic range, overflow and
underflow are significant problems and unavoidable for d
greater than a few hundred if coefficients are stored directly
in floating point. Such problems are familiar in probabilistic
inference, where a standard solution is to log transform all
values and use stable operations such as logsumexp whenever this transformation needs to be undone.
Our solution is similar, but more difficult for several reasons.
To see why, it is helpful to see the nature of algorithms to
lift primitive operations, which use convolutions or related
recurrences (Griewank & Walther, 2008). As an example,
here is the recurrence for the division operation to compute
the Taylor coefficients {si } of the function 1/v(x) given
the Taylor coefficients {ri } of v(x):
si =

i−1
i
X
1h
ri −
sj ri−j
r0
j=0

Observe that we must handle subtraction and negative values, unlike standard probabilistic inference. Also, both multiplication and addition are required in the innermost loop
of the algorithm (the right hand side includes multiplication
and addition of the most recently computed value si−1 ) so
it is not possible to batch multiplications and additions, with
transformation to and from log-space only between batches.
Our solution, which generalizes the “log-space trick” for
probabilistic inference, is to store coefficients using a logarithmic number system (LNS, Swartzlander & Alexopoulos
1975), and implement core power series operations in LNS.
In LNS, a real number is represented as X = s · bx where
s = sign(X) is the sign bit and x = logb (|X|) is the log
of the magnitude of X, stored in fixed precision. The multiplication, division, and power operations are simple and
efficient in LNS, while addition and subtraction require
more effort. For example, if X and Y are
 both positive, then
logb (X + Y ) = x + logb 1 + by−x . We implemented
LNS in C using a floating-point instead of fixed point internal representation to interface more easily with existing
mathematical functions. Addition and subtraction use the C
standard library’s log1p function, and are much more expensive than floating point operations, despite the fact they
are, in principle, single “arithmetic operations”, and could
be comparable to floating point operations with appropriate
hardware (Coleman et al., 2000).
4.2. Fast and Accurate Power Series Operations
The lifting procedures for primitive operations that we describe above all take O(d2 ) time and have recurrences
that resemble convolutions. Multiplication can be done
in O(d log d) time using FFT-based convolution, and
O(d log d) algorithms for most other primitives can be also
be derived using the FFT (Brent & Kung, 1978). Although
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The C OMPOSE operation is a bottleneck and should be
implemented as efficiently as possible. Winner et al. (2017)
used a naive O(d3 ) composition algorithm. Brent & Kung
(1978) present two fast algorithms—BK 2.1 and BK 2.2—
for power series composition. BK
 2.2 has the fastest known
running time of O (d log d)1.5 with FFT convolution, but
may be slower in practice (Johansson, 2015) and we have
already ruled out FFT convolution. Instead, we use BK 2.1,
which, in our setting, runs in O(d2.5 ) time and achieves
substantial speedups over the naive O(d3 ) algorithm.
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our application certainly reaches the regime where FFT is
faster than direct convolution, existing FFT implementations require that we transform coefficients out of LNS into
floating point, which led to inaccurate results and numerical
problems when we tried this. Similar observations have
been made in previous applications of FFT for probabilistic
inference (Wilson & Keich, 2016). A possible future remedy is to implement the FFT in LNS (Swartzlander et al.,
1983), however, our current implementation uses the direct
O(d2 ) algorithms.
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Figure 2. Accuracy, stability, and running time of inference. Top:
running time vs. immigration parameter Λ (population size). Bottom: Log-likelihood vs offspring parameter δ. Left: Bernoulli
offspring. Right: Poisson offspring.

5. Experiments
We conducted experiments on the accuracy, speed, and stability of AD inference algorithms for integer HMMs, and of
parameter estimation using AD gradient algorithms.
Inference: Accuracy, Speed, Stability. We evaluated
four methods for inference in integer HMMs. T RUNC and
T RUNC -FFT are variants of a truncated forward algorithm,
which is currently used in practice in ecological applications (Dail & Madsen, 2011). These place an a priori upper
bound N on the values of the hidden variables and then
apply the standard forward algorithm for discrete HMMs.
They require a convolution of the offspring and immigration
distributions to compute the transition probabilities (details
are given in the supplement), and take O(KN 3 ) time with
direct convolution and O(KN 2 log N ) time with FFT convolution. They can be implemented in log-space easily, but
FFT convolutions must be done in linear space, which can
lead to accuracy loss (Wilson & Keich, 2016). Selecting N
in the truncated algorithms is a challenge. A too-small value
will cut off some of the probability mass and lead to the
wrong result, and a too-large value will lead to high running
time. For these experiments, we iteratively doubled N until
the log-likelihood converged (to a precision of 5 decimal
places) or until N reached an absolute limit of 2500, and
only measured the running time of the final iteration. Note
that this is a conservative comparison that hides the cost of
tuning this value in practice.
The AD and AD-LNS methods use nested AD to compute
log AK (1; θ), with the latter storing coefficients in LNS.
With our conceptual simplification of nested AD, these algo-

rithms are now nearly a direct translation of Equations (3)
and (4), with all of work done by the AD routines. We show
the full 15-line Python implementation in the supplementary
material. AD andP
AD-LNS both have O(KY 2.5 ) running
time, where Y = k yk .
We generated data from integer HMMs, performed inference with each algorithm, and compared the resulting values
and running times. In Figure 2, top, we scaled the population size by generating data with immigration distribution
mk ∼ Poisson(Λ) for increasing Λ, and fixed offspring
distributions zk,i ∼ Bernoulli(0.5) or zk,i ∼ Poisson(0.5).
Here, Λ controls the immigration rate, and the expectation
of all variables scales in proportion to Λ, as do the parameters N and Y controlling the running time of the algorithms.
We ran inference using the true parameters. The plots show
running time on a log scale. AD and AD-LNS are the
fastest algorithms, but AD is unstable (due to overflow)
and does not compute a result for Λ > 100. T RUNC -FFT
is somewhat slower than the AD algorithms. AD-LNS is
especially fast for Bernoulli offspring because the Bernoulli
PGF is linear, which leads to many zero power series coefficients, and LNS addition of zero is a very fast special case.
The Poisson results should be considered the general case.
Figure 2, bottom, compares the accuracy of different
methods. Here, we generated data from a model with
ρk = 0.5, immigration mk ∼ Poisson(λk ) for λ1:5 =
(12.5, 55, 105, 75, 20), and offspring distributions zk,i ∼
Bernoulli(δ) and zk,i ∼ Poisson(δ) with δ = 0.5. We performed inference for different values of δ. This simulates
the situation encountered during estimation when an opti-
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Figure 4. Objective trace of optimizer with different gradients on
same problem. Left: a case where iterates are identical. Right: a
case where exact gradients lead to a better solution.

mizer queries the log-likelihood at an unlikely parameter
setting; it is important that the methods are robust in this
case. We see that as δ increases from the true value of 0.5,
T RUNC -FFT (in both models) and AD (in Bernoulli) deviate from the correct answer. This is likely due to loss of
numerical precision in floating point operations, either in
the FFT algorithm or in power series algorithms.
Overall, AD-LNS is the only one of the four inference algorithms that is fast, stable (does not overflow or underflow),
and accurate over a wide range of parameter settings.
Learning: Speed and Accuracy. We now evaluate the
speed and accuracy of learning. We generate data from an
integer HMM and use the L-BFGS (Liu & Nocedal, 1989)
algorithm to recover parameters by maximizing the loglikelihood. Based on the inference results, we consider as
a baseline the optimizer that uses AD-LNS to compute
the likelihood and numerically estimates gradients by finite
differences. The per-iteration cost to compute numerical
gradients is the number of parameters times the cost to compute the log-likelihood (or twice this if central differences
are used). For our approach, we used nested forward-overreverse AD algorithm to compute exact gradients. In this
case, the running time to compute the gradient is a constant
factor greater than the time to compute the log-likelihood.
We predict based on this that as the number of parameters
increases, exact gradients will be faster.
Figure 3 shows the results. For each trial, we simulate

20 independent realizations of the integer HMM for up to
K = 10 time steps, with immigration distribution mk ∼
Poisson(5) and ρ = 0.6. For the left plot, the offspring
distribution zk,i ∼ Poisson(1.2) is not time-varying, and
we fit only the single parameter δ. In this case, the cost
of numerical gradient is only twice that of computing the
objective, and the two methods behave similarly. Note that
the running time is shown on a log scale. In the right plot, the
offspring distribution zk,i ∼ Poisson(δk ) is time-varying,
with δk ∼ Exp(1), and we fit each of these values for a total
of K parameters. In this case, we see that the exact gradient
method is several times faster for K ≥ 4. The running time
of both methods increases with K due to the increased cost
of inference. We saw similar results across a wide range of
models, and expect the benefits of using exact gradients to
be even more significant for models with more parameters.
In most cases, the optimizer followed nearly the exact same
sequence of parameter values regardless of the gradient
computation, but was faster with exact gradients; in some
cases the algorithm with exact gradients took more iterations
and achieved a better objective value. See Figure 4.

6. Discussion
We introduce new AD techniques for inference in integer
HMMs. By cleanly incorporating nested derivatives into the
AD computation model, we greatly simplify the algorithms
for inference using PGFs. By implementing forward-mode
AD operations using the logarithmic number system and
using fast power series algorithms, we achieve fast, accurate,
and stable algorithms for very high-order derivatives. Our
new techniques for nested forward-over-reverse AD allow
us to compute exact gradients in integer HMMs for the first
time, which leads to significantly faster, and sometimes
more accurate, learning procedures.
Related work. An alternate approach to compute nested
derivatives is to repeatedly apply AD at each level of nesting starting with the innermost, for example, using source
transformation. Pearlmutter & Siskind (2007) and Siskind
& Pearlmutter (2008) introduced a tagging mechanism for
forward AD to properly handle nesting and avoid “perturbation confusion” (Siskind & Pearlmutter, 2005); this idea is
impemented in functional AD tools such as DiffSharp (Baydin et al., 2015). However, since each application of AD
increases running time by a constant factor, and the innermost function is “transformed” each time (either through
source transformation or by adding a new tagged perturbation), the running time of these approaches is exponential in
the number of levels of nesting, while our running time is
polynomial. But note that these methods can handle more
general functions than ours (i.e., multivariate, not subject to
Assumption 1). An interesting avenue of future work is to
extend our approach to multivariate nested derivatives.
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A. Definition of Partial Computation
Formally, we can write fi→` , the partial computation from
vi to v` , via the recurrence:

fi→` (v0:i ) = ϕ` uij (v0:i ) j∈A ,
`
(
vj
if j ≤ i
uij (v0:i ) =
fi→j (v0:i ) if j > i
Here, uij (v0:i ) will equal vj for all j. For j ≤ i, the value
is obtained directly from the inputs to fi→` . For j > i, the
value of uij is computed according to the partial computation from i to j.

B. Proof of Proposition 3
Proof. We write f0→j as a function of  using the two given
Taylor expansions:

f0→j (x + ) = ϕj f0→k (x + ) ,


= ϕj vk + f0→k (x + ) − vk ,


= vj + Q f0→k (x + ) − vk ,

= vj + Q R() ,
where we used the Taylor expansion of ϕj in Line 3 and the
Taylor expansion of f0→k in Line 4. The last expression is
a power series in , and, since f0→j is analytic (the composition of two analytic functions is analytic), it is necessarily
the Taylor series expansion of f0→j about x.

C. Truncated Forward Algorithm
The truncated forward algorithm is the following variant of
the forward algorithm for discrete HMMs, where N is an
upper bound placed on the population size:
1. Set α0 (0) = 1 and α0 (n) = 0 for n = 1 to N .
2. For k = 1 to K
(a) Compute the transition matrix Pk , where
Pk (n, n0 ) = Pr(nk = n0 | nk−1 = n) for all
n, n0 ∈ {0, . . . , N } (details below)
(b) For n0 = 0 to N , set
αk (n0 ) = p(yk | n0 )

N
X

αk−1 (n)Pk (n, n0 )

n=0

3. The likelihood is

PN

n=0

αK (n)

Step 2(b) takes O(N 2 ) time. Step 2(a) may take O(N 3 ) or
O(N 2 log N ) time, depending on how it is implemented.

Observe that nk is the sum of two random variables:
nk−1

nk = zk + mk ,

zk :=

X

zk,i

i=0

and we must reason about their convolution to construct
the transition probabilities. Specifically, the nth row of Pk
is the convolution of the first N values of the distribution
p(zk | nk−1 = n) and the first N values of p(mk ):
Pk (n, n0 ) =

N
X

Pr(zk = z | nk−1 = n) Pr(mk = n0 − z)

z=0

Let us assume we can compute the first N values of each
distribution in O(N ) time. Then the time to compute each
row of Pk is O(N 2 ) if we use the direct convolution formula
above, but O(N log N ) if we use the fast Fourier transform
(FFT) for convolution, making the overall procedure either
O(KN 3 ) or O(KN 2 log N ). While the FFT is superior in
terms of running time, it is inaccurate in many cases (see
Section 5).
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def A(s, k):
if k < 0: return 1.0
# This allows constant to be constructed in log space
const = GDual.const( y[k] * np.log(rho[k]) - gammaln(y[k] + 1), as_log=True )
return (s**y[k]) * const * \
diff( lambda u: Gamma(u, k), s*(1 - rho[k]), y[k] )
def Gamma(u, k):
F = lambda u:
offspring_pgf( u, theta_offspring[k-1] )
G = lambda u: immigration_pgf( u, theta_immigration[k] )
return A(F(u), k-1) * G(u)
log_likelihood = log( A(1.0, K-1) )
Figure 5. Code for AD based forward algorithm.

